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As levels of CO₂ continue to rise, so does the demand for EVs and hybrid electric vehicles. Here
at Romax we are proud to be at the forefront in tackling this issue and empowering modern
technologies, through utilising our expert engineering know-how, combined with our world
leading simulation software platform. Energising the world of EV drivelines with our next

generation technology solutions is our company focus for the foreseeable future. In this issue of
Transmission, we are delighted to share with you our advanced electrification capabilities.
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Secondly, we increasingly see much closer integration of the
different sub-systems (electric machine, power electronics

and gearbox) in electrified drivelines. This makes the electromechanical interactions more significant and more difficult
to ignore. Thus, the benefits of simulation-driven design,

of reduced costs, reduced time to market, reduced risk and
improved product quality, are delivered in even greater
quantities in an electro-mechanical world.

In addition the interaction of different disciplines of

engineering physics (structural, electro-magnetic, thermal,

tribological, control, dynamics) places demands on CAE tools

which mean that off-the-shelf generalist tools are not suitable.
We already have software we use to support our design

T

Engineers and users can virtually test and automatically create

poses a huge threat to our global footprint and the only

the stage of design process. Romax software allows analysis

concern to modern society. The utilisation of fossil fuels

way to limit the most damaging impacts of climate change is
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions globally.

Mirelle Ball, Corporate Communications Manager at Romax
Technology, talks us through how Romax is applying their
state-of-the-art engineering approach to electric drive

systems, thus playing a significant part in developing future
technologies which directly tackle CO2 reduction.

mathematical models with the appropriate level of detail for
of complete electric mechanical systems noise/vibration

response to gear and electrical machine excitations. Users can
improve performance of the drivetrain by identifying at the

earliest possible opportunity any issues that otherwise would
only be found later in the design process, when resolving
issues costs more in both development time and money.

(The electrical and mechanical components are traditionally
designed and prototyped in different departments, or even

As a global issue, CO₂ reduction is an ever-increasing

by different suppliers. After this the complete system is not

delivering these industry aspirations?

when problems arise.) An integrated electro-mechanical

CO₂ is one of the major challenges facing today’s society and

driveline making many significant savings including time

concern to all businesses. How is Romax playing a part in

Romax is proud to be in what is probably a unique position

in tackling the problem from multiple directions. Our work on
wind, wave and tidal energy has focussed on taking carbon

assembled and tested until the end of the design process,
approach enables users to holistically design the optimal

and cost in the development process, whilst ensuring better
quality, quieter, more efficient and more durable designs.

out of energy production whilst our work on electric vehicles

There’s also a significant benefit in keeping all the data in one

carbon in energy consumption.

without a potential loss of information, or misinterpretation,

What are the main challenges in electro-mechanical

software tools.

and optimisation of drivelines for efficiency reduces the

driveline design?

Being able to consider both the electrical and mechanical

(as well as other physics) within the drivetrain is a significant

place, and allowing designers to use the software more easily,

which can happen as data is shared between departments and

The EU is working towards cutting greenhouse gas emissions
by 40% by 2030 and will produce 27% of its energy from

renewable sources by the same date. Romax works across
all sectors including aerospace, renewable energy and
in automotive where we have targets such as the UK

Government's ‘Road to Zero’ emissions plan which requires

each new car sold in the UK to have an electric driving range
of at least 50 miles by 2040. These are big drivers to global

companies who are facing increasing pressure to find better

ways of designing the next generation, eco-friendly electrified
drivetrains. In the automotive industry now, we are seeing the
buzz of electrification and hybridisation.

and development capability. How does Romax work with

What is the future looking like for electrification across

At Romax we have recognised for years the need to partner

Considering the electro-mechanical interactions within

have been cooperating with providers of electro-magnetic

with increasingly stringent targets, and an ever-knowing

other software products?

he rising levels of carbon dioxide (CO₂) are of significant

How do targets impact the production of Electric Vehicles?

with the best simulation products in each respective area. We
simulation packages for a number of years now and in each

case, they have recognised the pioneering work that Romax
has been carrying out in integrating work flows for electromechanical drivelines. We can import data from all the

major electro-magnetic simulation packages such as MotorCAD, Dassault Opera and JMAG and in many cases, have

already extended our collaboration to include joint R&D and
consultancy projects.

Old school engineering vs technology advancements, how
does it work?

sectors. What is your prediction?

the driveline is a game-changer for the industry. Coupled
population that is mindful of its carbon footprint, it seems that
creating electric drivetrain options is the only way to go for
many industries.

No-one can really predict how these pressures and technology
advancements will morph the industry and our society, but in
terms of automotive, many people are considering cars that
are either pure-electric vehicles, or fossil fuel (or other fuel)
hybrids augmented by a plug-in battery and electric drive

motor. And taking this one step further, those that are selfdrive, and not solely owned.

There is a significant benefit from combining both work

Now that technology advancements have been proven within

in conjunction with the ability to simulate design means

like-minded industries, such as marine, rail and eventually

ethoses, using practical knowledge and engineering capability
creating a Right First Time design which shaves significant

time off the design and development process. Romax software
also provides the user with more time and freedom to create

innovation within the design, and make changes they perhaps
didn’t have the time to consider previously. This is valuable in

the EV industry, they should quickly be adopted by other
aerospace.

MIRELLE BALL

CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

allowing time to create technology advancements.

Romax has 30 years of engineering practical expertise and a

What are the benefits to considering both the electrical
and mechanical components within the drivetrain?

challenge, but provides massive benefits within the

For years, we have known of the benefits of predicting

EV application through software is important in that it

making, breaking and redesigning late in the new product

performance targets and consider different physical

drivelines this becomes even more important for a couple of

driveline.

were developed over many decades for mechanical drivelines

design process. Assessing the whole driveline system for

performance and optimising engineering products rather than

gives Romax software users the ability to meet multiple

introduction process. With the development of electric

interactions between electrical and mechanical aspects of the

reasons. Firstly, the design rules and test procedures which

proven track record in delivering every aspect of the product
design process, from design concepts through to testing,

manufacturing and certification. Romax combines these skills
to provide cutting edge technologies to customers within

wide range of different industries, including automotive, off
highway, aerospace, marine, rail and electrified-drivelines.

become obsolete with such a substantial change, so OEMs
are faced with developing projects without the benefit of
experience.
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MEET THE TEAM

The evolution of EVs and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) is

having a significant impact on automotive engineering,

particularly transmission and driveline design which has seen

significant growth across all sectors globally.

Having previously tackled most driveline challenges in this

area such as: Rapid Right First Time design and development

of gearboxes in multiple industries, NVH powertrain response

to gear and electrical machine excitation and multi-fidelity
modelling to optimise the efficiency of design; Romax

Technology are now utilising their expert engineering know-

ROMAX

eDRIVE

ENERGISING NEXT GENERATION EV DRIVELINES

how combined with their simulation software products to

support the latest trend in the automotive industry, designing
drivelines for all electric vehicles.

With more and more global automotive OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers
and engineering service providers looking to Romax for

"This is a very exciting time for Romax, focusing on
all electric has the potential to make a significant

impact for our EV partners who want to overcome

technology barriers in this fast-moving sector. Romax
eDRIVE provides rapid R&D rich solutions to meet
next generation EV targets and attributes which

fundamentally means delivering huge time and cost

savings, maintaining quality and minimizing NVH. Not
only are our solutions providing immediate cost and
process efficiencies, but on a wider scale this means
reductions to vehicle fuel consumption and CO₂

emissions, which has a wider environmental impact."
Andy Poon, Romax CEO’

solutions to their challenges, Romax has taken the strategic
direction of creating Romax eDRIVE. This new division of

Romax Technology looks at a holistic approach to electromechanical drivelines and is enabling manufacturers to

optimize their whole system design through the Romax

eDRIVE NPI (New Product Introduction) process.

Romax has a long history of expertise in EV projects since

2007, energising the world of EV drivelines with our next

generation technology solutions is our company focus for the

foreseeable future. As such, we have created a new Centre
in Hangzhou China, the New Energy Vehicle Propulsion

Engineering Centre, and one at the University of Sheffield, that
are dedicated to the development of EV drivelines and to the
creation of holistic designs that focus on electro-mechanical
interactions, on all levels.

With the Romax flagship simulation platform and a sizeable

investment in R&D, Romax have been able to streamline their

processes and design approaches for electro-mechanical

interactions at different stages of the design phase, to bring
about the best possible design. Such enhancements bring

about a competitive advantage, opportunity to differentiate
and rapid product development.

Bringing together the mechanical expertise through our in-

house developed software and practical engineering, Romax

is uniquely placed with over 30 years of engineering practical

expertise and a proven track record in delivering every aspect
of the drivetrain from design concepts through to testing,
manufacturing and certification. It combines these skills

to provide cutting edge technologies to customers within

the automotive industry and beyond. Collaborating with its

partners, Romax has seen reductions of size and mass by 30%,

an efficiency saving of 10%, and a quicker to market prototype
that is at least equal to the existing product life, maintenance
and manufacturing costs.

As a business we are constantly evolving to support the

change in industry requirements, in meeting safety, efficiency,
CO₂ standards and most recently within the automotive
market this has also meant a huge shift in ‘electrifying’

vehicles. With an upsurge in the supply and demand of
electric and hybrid vehicles, comes new challenges on

driveline designers. The integration and interactions which
engineers are faced with have shifted to those that occur

within electro-mechanical systems. Romax can provide unique,
proven solutions for organisations in this sector. To find out
more about our work from our EV team, read on….
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ANDY POON

CEO
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

Innovation does not come from doing more of the same
thing, but looking at the problem from a different vantage
point. In responding to the needs of Electric Vehicle electric
powertrain design, we are leveraging our simulation knowhow and extensive research into electro-mechanical systems
to create innovative new development processes and software
tools.

DR MELANIE MICHON
HEAD OF ELECTRIFICATION
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

STEPHEN BROWN
VP ROMAX eDRIVE
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

amount of entrepreneurial spirit and experience across

automotive, industrial and energy sectors, from start-up to

established players! I’m enjoying utilising my experience to
ensure Romax is a dominant player in the EV space.
What does this mean for the business?
As a business, having heavily invested in R&D focussed

electric vehicle activity has meant we are perfectly placed

working within an emerging growth area, in the global Electric
Vehicle industry. My role to commercialise the technology
means we are offering unique partnering solutions to

accelerate technology applications. Our business strategy is
to build on our existing expertise in all sectors globally, in

optimising the most efficient e-powertrains by implementing

It’s a great link. First of all, we’re doing several collaborative

research projects with the university. So, having access to the

university provides a great collaborative working environment
and allows us to expand our capabilities beyond the expertise

of the team. We have many projects where it’s been invaluable
to have access to on-site prototyping and test facilities and

we also have many experts on-hand with a vast experience of
prototypes of different sizes of electrical machines.

Are the projects primarily in the automotive sector?
While it is true to say that the majority of our work is

automotive, and battery electric vehicle (BEV) applications,
we also have a wide variety of project experience in other

industries. In particular, aerospace is another industry that is

pushing forwards the boundaries for electric machine design,
but we have also recently worked on marine and renewable
energy projects.
Describe your role?

A dynamic individual, I bring tenacity coupled with a decent

University of Sheffield?

academics, researchers, workshop and test facilities here at the

We are heavily engaged with all our partners to co-develop
processes and software tool-chains optimised for the
requirements of EV development; from Design Synthesis of
e-Powertrain layouts to early integration of e-Powertrain
behaviour into vehicle NVH for sound quality assessment. The
new challenges are creating a paradigm shift in our design
processes, driven tools we have recently brought to market
and is shaping our future product portfolios. With the fastpaced change in technology and exciting market dynamics
for Electric Vehicles, our clients are demanding more from
us every day. In response, we have further developed our
Engineering and Technology Transfer Services to provide
specialist service offerings to accelerate their new product
introduction plans.

What do you bring to the role?

Describe the importance of our relationship with the

I’m leading the Romax Centre of Excellence for Electrification
based in Sheffield, as well as heading up our Electrification

strategy across software products and consultancy services.
My team is responsible for developing new intellectual

property (IP), technical competencies and processes, which

are rolled-out across the company. As a team we’re working

with many different departments. We’re involved in all aspects
of industrial R&D and product development and we’re also
expanding our electrical machine and electro-mechanical

service capabilities. We have been working on several pure

Describe the offering that Romax bring to the EV market?
Romax’ strength lies in its whole system approach and Right

First Time process for simulation led design. We are applying
this to electro-mechanical drive systems which allows us

to integrate the mechanical and electrical interaction from

early concept design to detailed design phases, enabling full
design-space exploration and performance optimisation for

NVH, durability, size and weight. We can now offer to design
the full powertrain, including the electrical machine, the

transmission, the power-electronics and the control system
through Romax eDRIVE.

electrical machine projects, now a high-growth area for

Romax, and we’re looking to continue to grow that capability

in the future. A large part of the team is based here within the
University of Sheffield campus, although we also have people
based either full time or part time in Nottingham.

a Right First Time ethos into the EV space. Currently, we are
taking our eDRIVE offering to the automotive industry. We
Describe your role?
I’m responsible for the business strategy and commercial

execution of the Romax eDRIVE technology. This consists

have both electrical and mechanical knowledge within our

engineering department and this combination is a winning

one, in that it allows us to create a first-class, holistic approach
to designing and developing transmissions.

of next generation engineering combined with a simulation
technology platform for the EV market. Building on the

Romax brand, it’s about adding value to our collaborators and
partners in developing high value projects that offer solutions
to speed up the design and development of EV drivelines to

market. Typically, this is OEMs and Tier 1s who need guidance

through R&D, that require a product development technology
partner and want to overcome technology barriers in a fastmoving sector.
10
10
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Modelling and simulation of the electro-mechanical

induction motors have featured quite heavily for the likes

As early as the concept design stage there should be a

characteristics and avoidance of rare earth content. However,

interactions are crucial in understanding the forces involved.
parallel development approach for the motor and gearbox,
down to the matching of the gear teeth with the electric

machine poles. This holistic approach, pioneered by Romax
Technology, is the key to designing power dense eDrives

with the opportunity to minimise NVH, maximise efficiency

and durability and predict thermal behaviour. Furthermore,
characteristics of the driveline due to gear forces and rotor

eccentricity lead to such phenomena as Unbalanced Magnetic
Pull which can be addressed.

ELECTRIFYING
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES

A high level of innovation can be seen in the lighter duty

segments where lightweight vehicles are being used for multi
drop deliveries in congested city environments. Packaging all
the required components into these smaller electric vehicles

is more challenging however gains can be achieved through
common base components that can be customised through

calibration to meet the attributes for the neighbouring weight
classifications.

Multi-speed gearboxes can deliver up to 10% overall

In the race for electrified drivelines for commercial vehicles, pressures
are rising to develop and integrate innovative, power dense,
and cost-effective solutions.

A

s the development of electrified drivelines for

passenger vehicles continues to gather pace, so too

does the race for efficient and low-cost solutions for

commercial vehicles. In some ways electrified drivelines for

commercial vehicles present a more appealing challenge to
OEMs compared to the guessing game for passenger car

EVs. The use of commercial vehicles is typically more clearly

defined, maintenance schedules are more structured and the
environmental operating conditions of the target market are
usually known.

This allows solution providers for commercial vehicles to

consider a more complete EV driveline architecture. One that

market pressure leads to innovative thinking by solution

efficiency and reduce 20% of motor cost for the whole
assembly compared with a single speed solution.

of Tesla due to their robust nature, high speed low torque
the most recent Model 3 sees a move to permanent

magnet illustrating that even the market disruptors are

still considering all the options. Clearly each of the electric

motor architectures have their own attributes which benefit
different parts of the drive cycle. The Intercontinental Panel
on Climate Change estimates that the global transport

sector is responsible for 23% of total energy-related CO₂

emissions, 72% of which is road transportation. Therefore,
it is clear to see that an efficient and cost effective eDrive

solution for commercial vehicles will have a major impact on
air quality and climate change. The industry requires a shift
in mindset to accelerate development cycles and be more
agile through innovation, such as a unique and open new

product introduction process (NPI) supported by simulation

technology. The solution lies in power dense, integrated and

optimised drivelines that offer a modular approach and with it
an increased design flexibility.

To learn how Romax Technology can be your technology
partner for next generation electric drives visit:
romaxeDRIVE.com

The key advantage of multi-speed
technology is that it

Romax Designed
EV Gearbox

allows more
optimised

providers.

As OEMs are beginning the journey into commercial EVs,
many have started by using off-the-shelf components.

Commercially available e machines mated to existing ICE

axles and generic power electronics will provide a starting

point, however, it has rapidly become clear that an optimised
and integrated solution is needed.

Romax Technology
Electro-Mechanical
Analysis

is fit for purpose and factors in the Total Cost of Ownership

with tailored user-friendly interfaces to the required charging
infrastructure. In comparison range anxiety and access to

driveline

charging is still a major factor for passenger car buyers
considering an EV.

efficiency by

The demand for commercial vehicles is driven by different

operation closer to higher

keeping motor

market forces compared to passenger vehicles. The complex

points on its duty-cycle driven efficiency curves. Romax

relationship between the customer - usually operators of large

eDRIVE simulates duty-cycle driven motor-gearbox efficiency

fleets - axle builders and engine suppliers means that there

maps allowing optimised control algorithms to be established.

is an interesting dynamic currently in play. It is the combined

In terms of electric motor topologies, there is still no clear

effort of the customer and these other influencers that drives

winner for the architecture that delivers the optimum balance

the vehicle specification and not the OEMs alone. This type of

between power density and a lowest cost BOM. In passenger
cars,

12
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A nonstop, 300-mile drive in a Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

The battery itself can introduce high ownership or warranty

possible today, thanks to recent innovations in battery and

vehicle’s useful life; and, this does not touch tricky topic of

from Detroit to Chicago with zero vehicle emissions is

electric motor technology. One of the biggest challenges

for BEVs since their inception has been “range anxiety.” The

rate of innovation and corresponding investment in battery

technology seems extremely promising today, and therefore

one can expect that range anxiety will soon become a thing of
the past.

To that end, battery manufacturers have adopted unique
technical approaches when it comes to innovating and

designing batteries, which ultimately determine the range
of a BEV and in turn act as a selling point. They face some

significant challenges when making decisions about which

electrodes and electrolytes they should use for their batteries
to achieve the desired energy density (high power-to-

weight ratios) and thermal stability. The higher the thermal
stability, the lower the risk of overheating in the battery

pack, a problematic circumstance that could lead to battery

explosions and fires. In fact, we have come a long way in terms

THE EVOLUTION
OF BATTERY
TECHNOLOGY AND ITS
FUTURE:
MARKET INSIGHTS FROM ROMAX TECHNOLOGY USA

of increasing the energy density of batteries in a cost-effective
fashion. Today, the estimated price per kWh is approximately

$200, compared to an enormously high price that approached
$1000 as recently as 2010—this is quite an improvement in
just 8 years.

There has been a tremendous amount of positive disruption
in battery technology recently, inspired by many factors,
including consumer taste, government regulation, and

environmental considerations, among other drivers. OEMs,

suppliers, and private research organizations are constantly
striving toward breakthroughs in battery technology. In

retrospect, the evolution of rechargeable battery technology
was kick-started with lead-acid accumulators, which were

the first of their kind when they were invented in the 19th

century. This was followed by the discovery of nickel-cadmium
batteries, the downside of which was the toxic emissions

from cadmium. Nickel-metal hydride batteries proved very
impressive when they first were invented in 1967 and are

still considered an enticing option in many hybrid-electric

So, while improvements in a battery’s energy density can

reduce the production cost and list price of an HEV or BEV,

the risk associated with battery replacement can be mitigated
by developing more durable batteries, and much focus is
directed at that attribute, too.

One of the main factors that impact the performance of

batteries is the intercalation and de-intercalation that occurs
within a battery at the electrodes. This phenomenon is

characterized by an inherent property of a battery’s electrodes
to expand and shrink in volume cyclically upon charging and
discharging.

The most commonly used electrodes in LIBs today are made
of graphitic, carbon-based materials. There is ongoing

research about the possibility of using metallic battery anodes
made of silicon, aluminum, and other materials. Silicon,

for instance, has great energy density and can store many

more ions in its lattice compared to electrodes used today.
However, this benefit is accompanied by the disadvantage

of significant intercalation that makes it expand three to four
times its original size during charging, with the reverse de-

intercalation happening while discharging. If we could achieve
a compromise in properties by identifying a more stable and
equally effective element, where increased energy density

could be obtained with minimal volumetric changes of the

electrodes, it certainly would improve the performance of the
batteries. This, in turn, would help the industry further reduce
battery costs.

Safety concerns about LIBs generally have been attributed to
the formation of dendritic structures in the electrolyte, which

may cause a short circuit and eventually trigger an explosion.
This mechanism has motivated ongoing research about the

easibility of using solid state electrolytes that are believed to
have better thermal stability than liquid electrolytes.

Ultimately, as battery development accelerates, it will be

among BEV manufacturers.

more expensive, be designed and perform optimally.

The affinity for LIBs is driven by their impressive energy

Time solutions to accomplish its customers’ performance

density levels; the good news is that there are opportunities
to increase this key characteristic even further. There are

numerous ongoing research projects involving LIBs covering
topics such as battery life, energy density, safety, cost, and

ENGINEERING ANALYST
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY USA

supply chain and financial challenges surrounding recycling.

vehicles (HEV). More prevalent today, however, are lithium-ion
batteries (LIB), which appear to be the most popular option

RAJA RANGARAJAN

cost if it runs the risk of requiring replacement during a

charging speed, among others.

A teardown analysis of an electric vehicle illustrates that

crucial that drive units, which are equally important and

Romax Technology is committed to providing Right First

goals for electrified powertrain units. The prowess of the
RomaxDESIGNER software suite empowers engineering
organisations to efficiently design and analyze electromechanical drivetrain systems, while simultaneously

considering the efficiency, durability, and NVH attributes of
their current and future programs.

the battery pack and the drive unit are the most expensive
components when it comes to contributing to the
manufacturing cost of the vehicle.
1414
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EV CHALLENGES
FROM AN HR
PERSPECTIVE
HILARY RAPINET, HEAD OF HR, ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

HILARY RAPINET

HEAD OF HR
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY
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The Human Resources department at Romax work hard to
add to the portfolio of the business. Tell us more...

In HR everything we do and communicate needs to be aligned

Our customers have constant pressure to reduce noise, CO2

looking further afield through our extensive networks, for

First Time design processes.

our Chinese offices, where we have connections to Ningbo

and development time whilst increasing efficiency, and Right

with the business and its vision. Not only do we have to

As an HR department we have to ensure that our workforce’s

directly proportional to the changing industry environment.

challenges as the industry changes, and dictates trends, as

respond to the business needs but the business needs are

In the example of the EV sector, we have had to respond very
quickly internally to the industry change to rise to new levels
of recruitment and to adapt to the challenges this brings

whilst keeping up the momentum in this fast-paced growing
sector. It’s important that Romax maintains its competitive

advantage by ensuring that as a business we can respond to

our customers' and partners' demands, and provide solutions

to the challenges they face. In HR at Romax we pride ourselves
on being a commercial and flexible team which can be as agile
as the business requires.

How has electrification as an industry trend influenced
recruitment at Romax?

As an organisation we have a mechanical engineering

skills are up-to-date, relevant and correct, and this can present

in the job market. It is therefore essential in HR we get our

multi-talented workforce, with a large proportion educated to
degree level and above to PhD. We are also lucky in that we

employ a large number of nationalities and offer opportunities
through our global offices which brings a uniqueness to the

business. In summary, skills are very important but not at the
expense of fit and culture.

looking to optimise their driveline
design through a mixture of

we are recruiting, the value of these applicants increases

recruitment messaging and process correct to demonstrate

what Romax can offer that other businesses potentially can’t.
What does the eDrive trend bring to the business?
The eDrive trend brings exciting new opportunities; through
the expansion of the business, it provides growth and

How will it affect recruitment at Romax? And more
generally?

We have dedicated time into resourcing people with the right
skillset we need to develop the business. The EV skills we are

balanced with looking them as a whole to ensure they are the

to provide solutions to organisations

the future.

recruiting. Our culture is very diverse; we have a multi-skilled,

at Sheffield University, links with Nottingham University,
presence. Our business is predominately working

engineering capabilities to recruit and grow our pipeline for
As other employers look to recruit the same rare skills as

also need to consider the culture of the business when we are

looking for are scarce within the UK and therefore hard to

and Loughborough University, as well as our global

University. We are looking at new talent with electrical

we have to respond immediately to find the right people. We

strength, which has been further strengthened with our
electrical capabilities, through our Centre of Excellence

example, working with the University of Nottingham, and

sustainability for some years to come. For existing employees,

How will it shape the skillset in the business? (Are there
advantages and disadvantages?)

Romax Technology is a unique company to work for. We have
a diverse population within the workforce, that cover many
engineering specialisms across multiple sectors including
automotive, aerospace, EV, off-highway, renewable etc.

Therefore, there is a place within the business for everyone

to reach their full potential. The change means there is plenty
of opportunity for individual growth and the opportunities

for career progression are in a new direction for those brave
enough to rise to the challenge. This change means we can
encourage employees towards using their skills or learning
new ones with so much opportunity for individual growth.

How does Romax stand out as a business in terms of its
workforce?

it provides an opportunity to upskill, to diversify skills, or work

Our culture is unique in that right from graduate stage, we

new clients and an expansion of the workforce which is a very

paths. Because as an organisation we are small enough still

in different teams. In general eDRIVE brings new projects,
positive message.

find. We have to look at people who bring the skills we need,

encourage our workforce to take ownership of their career
not to have highly structured hierarchy, coupled with the

fact that we work in a fast-moving global technology driven

organisation, we provide freedom for ambitious employees to
grow. It also means that everyone is valued, and can quickly

right fit for the business and our unique culture. Like many

play a part in contributing to the business. Our values are

companies in this position, we are having to come up with

centred around innovation and sustainability in all forms, and

new ways to access recruits. We’ve done this

we encourage this ethos. We want to retain our employees,
and provide them with the right mix of an innovative

by leveraging our strategic

environment with flexibility and challenge.

partners and

our engineering expertise
and simulation
software.
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ROMAX R18
SOFTWARE
SUITE
ELECTRIFICATION
TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION

The latest release of Romax software sees new capabilities leading
to faster and more powerful design, simulation and analysis for
electrified and conventional drivelines, within a streamlined and
integrated environment.
R18 focuses on four strategic areas of development…

2020
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ELECTRIFICATION

GEAR
TECHNOLOGY

The R17 release of RomaxDESIGNER included an holistic

Complementing Romax Technology’s interface with

electro-mechanical powertrains, functionality which won

between RomaxDESIGNER and the Gleason GEMS

approach to the design, analysis and optimization of

the Institute of Engineering and Technology’s award for
Model Based Engineering (2016).

In partnership with Motor Design Limited and Dassault,

Klingelnberg’s KIMoS software, R18 offers data exchange
platform, enabling more system-based calculations to

inform effective gear design and optimisation for bevel
and hypoid gears.

RomaxDESIGNER R18 further advances capabilities in

Alongside this new interface, R18 further extends

Opera software tools. This collaboration speeds up and

finite element root stress analysis. This feature has

electrification with interfaces to Motor-CAD and Dassault
facilitates model creation and reduces the time required
to prepare the model for NVH analysis, enabling users
to simulate a wider range of electric machines within

a model. By integrating NVH analysis of the complete

electric machine and gearbox system, RomaxDESIGNER

R18 offers enhanced engineering insight for the delivery
of quality products faster and at lower cost.

RomaxDESIGNER’s world-leading capabilities in advanced
been made even more powerful through the inclusion
of batch running compatibility, multi-mesh analysis

and consideration of thermal and centrifugal effects.

Altogether, this enables in-depth durability analysis for
high performance, high speed, lightweight gears.

Further capabilities for the design of high performance

gears include asymmetric gear tooth design for strength
and efficiency, improved tolerancing analysis for design

AUTOMATION&
PRODUCTIVITY
R18 sees major improvements to the performance of
NVH analysis for large complex models, providing an
order of magnitude speed-up for FE condensation and
dynamic analysis. This leads to enhanced productivity,
especially for FE-heavy models and optimisation
and sensitivity studies. NVH models can also now
be saved independently from a design file, meaning
less time spent simulating and more time reviewing,
understanding, and acting on engineering answers.
RomaxDESIGNER Enterprise contains additional
functionality relating to design optimisation and
process automation. R18 sees enhancements in custom
reporting, parametric study and batch running, which
offer more functionality to Enterprise users. Increased
integration with automation and optimisation tools
Isight, modeFRONTIER and Optimus provide further
time savings and increase the potential for simulation to
explore new and optimised designs.

robustness and combined shear stress analysis for
optimising surface finish.

Dr Jamie Pears, Head of Product Management at
Romax Technology, comments:
“We have worked with key customers to identify
strategic areas for development, adding brand
new, cutting-edge functionality for electrified
and conventional drivelines. Combined with more
opportunities to integrate software tools, faster
analysis times, and more automation options, R18
brings our customers more powerful simulation
within a streamlined and integrated environment
which is faster and more powerful than ever before.”

BEARING TECHNOLOGY

THE ROMAX SUPPORT PORTAL

Romax Technology’s strong partnerships with key bearing suppliers
is manifested in RomaxDESIGNER R18’s updated bearing catalogs
from major suppliers SKF, Timken and Schaeffler (INA and FAG),

Our customer support portal is not just a place to manage your support tickets.
It provides our customers access to a wide range of materials intended to help them get the most value out of their Romax Software.

always accurate and up-to-date.

What’s included?

with a cloud-based download system so that bearing catalogs are

• Release Feature Overviews
• Technical Notes
• Demonstration Videos
• Example models
• Tutorials
• FAQs
• Latest News and more

Further new functionality includes improved bearing mounting

options and easier modelling of complex bearing axial connections,
which provide an efficient and error-proofed process to give
reliable analysis results quickly.
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SOLUTION FOCUS

ELECTRIFICATION
For more than 30 years, Romax Technology has been leading the world in developing methods
to understand the complex interactions within mechanical transmissions. Now, industry
requirements are changing, as increasing supply and demand of electric and hybrid vehicles
places new challenges on driveline designers. The integration and interactions which engineers
are struggling with have shifted to those that occur within electro-mechanical systems. This poses
many challenges, particularly with regard to NVH. To help their customers face these challenges,
Romax have extended their state-of-the-art engineering approach to electric drive systems.

R

omax have been involved in electrification research

Romax software can be used all the way from a component

commitment to electrification runs through their

system level, for the integrated electromechanical system. It

and projects for well over 10 years now, and their

research group based at Romax HQ and at the University of

Sheffield, where Romax jointly operate a Centre of Excellence
for Electrification. The engineering consultancy team have

also been engaged in many varied projects, including: electric
design, analysis and test; NVH, durability, efficiency and

thermal analysis; and coupled dynamics, electro-mechanical,
electronic and control.

Alongside engineering experts advancing the possibilities in
research and consultancy, Romax software has also stayed
ahead of the curve. Of course, software was previously

available to analyse the emachine alone, for example in tools

level, for gear design and electrical machine design, to the

can also be used from the architecture level of centre distance,
motor dimensions etc., the concept design level e.g. rotor
shaft dynamics, and the detailed design level e.g. system

NVH, considering complete system noise. RomaxDESIGNER
incorporates advanced capabilities for both gear and motor
NVH analysis, a unique offering for NVH analysis of the full
electric powertrain
is being used
customer

system. This innovative functionality

When modelling, motor geometry can be imported into

Enabling system NVH analysis upfront in simulation rather

be automatically created and meshed. A full range of

great cost and time savings. It also helps our customers

RomaxDESIGNER, and the electrical machine stator can

materials is supported, including orthotropic materials. When
performing NVH analysis, RomaxDESIGNER considers both
excitations from gears and the e-machine (which can again
be imported directly from electrical machine simulation

than in test, and throughout the design process, results in
to collaborate by providing a platform for transparent

data exchange between different department, to increase
understanding of the system interactions.

tools), incorporating the effects of torque ripple, radial forces

Romax’s R&D teams (and continually expanding dedicated

response including gears, electrical machine and housing. The

into electrical projects. Our engineering consultants continue

locations or the mean square velocity for the complete

the move into the electrification sector. And our simulation

acoustic analysis in Ansol Coustyx, LMS Virtual Lab Acoustics,

new cutting-edge capabilities in electromechanical simulation

and imbalance, to contribute towards a unique full system

Electrification team) are investing more and more resources

response can be obtained from discrete virtual accelerometer

to support a range of customers, both new and old, making

housing surface. Structural response can be exported for

teams are hard at work planning, researching, and developing

MSC Actran and others.

solutions so that we can continue supporting the industry

This enables our customers to innovate
new products, speed up their

product development cycle, achieve

achieve its targets.

Need some help? Contact us today.

Right First Time design and avoid
design problems through system
simulation early in the
development phase,

ensuring satisfactory
performance

across a range of
criteria.

by many of Romax’s global

base, and was awarded the
IET’s Model Based

Engineering award.

like Motor-CAD, multi-physics packages like ANSYS,
and structural analysis add-ons for electromagnetic
analysis packages like JMAG. However, whilst
when analysed in isolation, the motor and
gearbox can both seem to be performing
well, when put together, some problems,

particularly with regard to NVH, can become
apparent. Experience has thus shown it’s

crucial to consider the electric motor and

gearbox together as part of the same system,
in a way which captures electromechanical

interactions from the start, targeting Right First
Time design.

Romax software provides a holistic system analysis

approach, considering all shafts, bearings, gears and
housings in a single model. In 2016, Romax released
the first software tools for electric driveline NVH.

This allows the emachine to be included, to simulate

the transfer path of torque ripple through the gearbox,

MELANIE FITTON-HAYWARD

including rotor shaft unbalance. Interactions between the

TECHNICAL AUTHOR &
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
ROMAX TECHNOLOGY

electric motor and gear system can thus be captured, within a
fast and flexible frequency domain system.
2424
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FEATURE FOCUS

RomaxDESIGNER
& Motor-CAD
Founded in 1998, Motor Design Limited develop the
leading software design tool for electric machines: MotorCAD. Their motor design consultant engineers are heavily
involved in the development of Motor-CAD, which serves
global customers across automotive, aerospace, industrial,
traction, renewable and academic industries.

Motor-CAD consists of three modules: EMag (a fast 2D
finite element module for accurate electromagnetic
and electrical performance predictions), Therm (which
combines a lumped circuit and finite element thermal
calculation for optimising the cooling system of a
machine) and Lab (which provides efficiency mapping and
duty cycle/drive cycle transient outputs within minutes).
These modules work together to facilitate fast and
accurate calculation of the motor electromagnetic
and thermal performance over the full torque/
speed envelope by use of intelligent loss
algorithms. Motor-CAD allows the user to
move quickly from a motor design concept
to a full transient thermal analysis in just
a few minutes, making it an ideal fit for
the design of electric motors for E-Mobility
solutions. The tool is also used extensively for
the design of aerospace, industrial and other
types of electrical machines, and is well suited
to uses such as traction applications that have
complex duty cycle loads.

Motor Design Limited and Romax Technology have partnered
together on various joint research projects, and customers
are now able to benefit from this partnership through the
recently developed interface between Motor-CAD and

RomaxDESIGNER. The automated interface complements
both products, allowing fast and easy-to-set-up electric motor
design including NVH analysis.
Electric motor design parameters and electric motor excitation
data can be exported from Motor-CAD and imported into
RomaxDESIGNER. Motor excitations are automatically applied
to the rotor and to each stator tooth, and are then applied
alongside gear transmission error and imbalance, to enable
system NVH analysis that considers both the motor and
gearbox. RomaxDESIGNER can then calculate the system
response in various ways, for example the mean square
velocity of the housing (for overall measure of radiated noise),
the response at virtual accelerometer locations (for local
vibrations and correlation) etc. Peaks can then be identified
in the system response to the emachine and gear excitations,
and subsequently the user can obtain great insights into
potential design improvements.
An example application of this interface is to investigate and
compare the NVH performance of two different EV traction
motors, using Motor-CAD for the electric motor design and

RomaxDESIGNER for NVH analysis. This approach enables the
motor to be designed with NVH in mind, considering both
excitations and system response. For more on this example,
see the webinar on our website - https://romaxtech.com/evtraction-motor-selection-considering-nvh-performance-usingmotor-cad-and-romaxdesigner/
This automated interface allows ease of data exchange
between different engineering departments or suppliers,
and allows for an efficient, streamlined NVH process that
can result in great cost and time savings in the development
process, targeting a Right First Time design approach.

RomaxDESIGNER EV Model

Dr Dave Staton, President of Motor Design Limited
“We are very pleased to be working with Romax Technology and to be offering our mutual customers this
hugely beneficial interface, which enables our gold standard software packages to complement each other
and save our users time whilst improving the final quality of their design and encouraging advances within
the industry.”
Dr Melanie Michon, Head of Electrification, Romax Technology
"Romax sees great value in the partnership with Motor Design Limited. Together we offer a true electromechanical system NVH solution through our dedicated interface. This solution greatly improves data
exchange between electrical and mechanical departments and enables an efficient, streamlined NVH process
that results in great cost and time savings for our joint customers."
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SOFTWARE PARTNERS

ROMAX REACHES
OVER 100 PARTNERS
& SUPPORTED
PRODUCTS

Software partners encompass solutions across electromagnetic FEA, gears, bearings, multibody
dynamics, process integration and design optimisation, CFD, structural FEA, vibro-acoustics, and
3D CAD geometry.

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS
Industrial research partners include system integrators, government agencies, and supply or tool
chain partners, as we aim to advance the technological state of the art.

ACADEMIC PARTNERS
The Romax Academic programme aims to collaborate with universities from all around the world
and has more than 50 partners forming three distinctive strands: teaching, academic research and
industrial research.
Ultimately, having over 100 partners and supported products

supports their design and development processes and enables

right time, for the right people with Romax at the heart of

more robust data exchange, and increased opportunities to

means organisations can develop the right product, at the
At Romax, with over 100 official partners and supported

of Romax's partner solutions at users’ fingertips, providing

expansive partner ecosystem for the mutual benefit of our

powerful solutions each offer unique capabilities, yet bond

products, we are determined to develop a broad and
users and partners.

The concept of partnerships and alliances is not new.

Countries and nations have been forming alliances for

together tightly to form a true ecosystem, allowing users to

build integrated, multi-faceted workflows that are genuinely
seamless.

Partnerships empower users to make significant

businesses face increasing pressure to stay ahead of the curve

crucially reduce time to market. It’s imperative for Romax

whilst delivering high quality service to their customers at

competitive prices. This is made even more challenging due
to constant technological advancements and innovations

allowing new competitors to enter and disrupt markets like
never before. Many companies are finding partnerships

and alliances an attractive way to combat these challenges
and Romax partners are aware that together we can share

knowledge, cultivate development and extend our influence in
markets that will benefit from our collaboration.

The ultimate benefactors of Romax forging partnerships with
like-minded organisations are its end users. Working within
Romax's ecosystem puts the cutting-edge technology
info@romaxtech.com

hybrid vehicles, new challenges have emerged for driveline
designers. After generating decades of knowledge and

experience of internal combustion engines, interactions

that occur within electro-mechanical systems are relatively
unknown and pose fresh challenges for engineers.

thousands of years, often when their values and beliefs align.
In the highly competitive markets of the twenty-first century,
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limitless ways to bring high quality products to market. These

workflow. Moreover, with the high demand for electric and

improvements in their design and development process and
software to work with other software packages on the market
and we strive to slot effortlessly into an established process.
Collaborating with key industry players not only creates a

stronger workflow, it also allows Romax to spend more of

our time focusing on the challenges the industry is facing.

The global reach of our strategic partnerships and alliances

programme means we can work with other companies, system
integrators, government agencies, universities and supply

or tool chain partners to share best practices and establish a
presence in every region.

industrial research partners and academic partners.

Transmission • Issue Four

innovate and improve product quality.

To find out more about the benefits of joining our ecosystem,
contact our Partnership Management Specialist,
Sam Wade at sam.wade@romaxtech.com or
visit romaxtech.com/about-you

To help designers face these challenges, Romax have extended
our state-of-the-art engineering approach to electric drive
systems, chiefly by partnering with electromagnetic FEA

providers. Experience has shown that analysing the electric

and mechanical components in isolation can be misleading,
leading to incorrect decisions. For us, therefore, integration
has been key. With Romax software, moving between

electromagnetic and mechanical simulation is easy, with a

combined physics simulation methodology to target failure
mechanisms that the Romax electrification community

recognise as critical issues. Thanks to our electrification FEA

partners, including MDL, Dassault (formerly Dassault Opera),
JSOL, Altair Flux, ANSYS Maxwell, and Infologic, Romax

This unique ecosystem is categorised into software partners,

improved communication and collaboration, faster and

have made this integrated simulation approach a reality.

Ultimately, our partnerships benefit our clients by placing us
at the heart of an inter-connected ecosystem which
Transmission • Issue Four
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PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST
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REDUCING GEAR
AND MOTOR NOISE
IN AN ELECTRIFYING
WORLD
Dr Michael Platten, NVH expert at Romax Technology, talks about the challenges posed by
electrification with regard to reducing noise.

systems, so there is a much greater reliance on simulation to

designed at the micro-geometry level to cope with the wide
variety of misalignments and torques across the whole loading
range. Greater emphasis must also be placed on the design of
the coasting flanks for noise. In a traditional transmission, these
are designed to provide low noise under light torque conditions,
but regenerative braking increases those coast flank torques
considerably. Again, balancing NVH, durability and efficiency is key
here.

We are now past the point where vehicle designers are simply

What does Romax offer in terms of modelling and simulating
the combined electric machine and transmission system?

What challenges do your EV customers face in terms of
drivetrain layout and transmission topology?

Multiple transmission topology concepts are being tried today
in the EV world, partly to investigate new things and partly

to avoid patent infringements. We cannot rely on historical

designs and experience to support the design of these new
ensure satisfactory noise and vibration performance.

taking out a combustion engine and sticking in an electric

motor, and today’s chassis and bodies are being completely
re-designed around the new packaging and structure of
an electrified driveline. Again, this means that historical

information and experience of how gear noise and vibration is
transferred from driveline to driver’s ear is no longer valid and
this poses a challenge at a vehicle level.

Is it mostly customers in the automotive industry that
Romax are supporting with electrification?

Electrification of drivelines is happening across all

transportation industries, from passenger cars – where EVs

To understand the role of gear noise within the context of today’s
new EV chassis designs and the seemingly infinite range of
proposed hybrid and EV layouts, Romax works closely not just
with gear and transmission engineers, but also with driveline
integration and vehicle NVH teams. By linking to other
tools like multibody dynamics and whole-vehicle NVH
simulators Romax tools are being used by our customers
to look at gear whine and rattle under dynamic torque
loading and to predict directly how designs sound and
feel at the driver’s ear.

will very quickly dominate the market – through to aerospace
with its “more electric” and “all electric” concepts. We’re
currently supporting both new clients from across
these industries and existing customers who are
making the move to electrification and facing

challenges from layout investigation through to
integrated system NVH.

What challenge does NVH present
specifically to EVs?

So Romax software offers simulation for NVH,
but how about balancing this with durability and
efficiency?

Changes to the noise environment of the

vehicle caused by removal of combustion noise

means that noise from gears is more apparent. This

To address the issue of balancing durability and
efficiency with noise and vibration performance
in the high speed, high duty environment of electric
drivelines, Romax’s simulation tools provide the ability to
analyse and automatically optimise multiple performance
targets simultaneously. Romax customers like GKN use this
within a Right First Time development environment to maximise
performance and quality of their EV solutions

means that noise and vibration targets for gear and

electric machine noise become much tighter. And not just
in transmission, other devices with gearing (brake pumps,
power steering etc.) need to be quieter too.
What is the key to solving this issue?
Put simply, a holistic approach. Due to the close integration

Continued overleaf...

of, and many interactions between, the electric machine and
transmission in EVs, these components cannot be designed
in isolation. The noise caused by gears is affected by the

dynamics of the electric machine and vice versa, so the key

here is to be able to design and simulate these together and

for the electric machine engineers and transmission engineers
to work effectively together.

Electric machines run at much higher speeds than

combustion engines and there is a clear trend, led by

power density requirements, to make them even faster.
What challenge does this present?

When gear meshing frequencies become much

higher, they are brought much more into the most sensitive

“We’re moving into a new era of hybrids and electric

of gear noise as solution times tend to be longer at higher

effective application of system knowhow from concept

range of human hearing. This poses a challenge for simulation

cars. Genuinely high-performance products demand the

frequencies and real-world variability of structures become

to production, so you can find the best possible balance.

more important in predicting vibration behaviour. Higher

speeds also lead to higher friction losses and possible scuffing
failures so there is an even greater need to balance and

trade-off the requirements for NVH, durability and efficiency.

Rotor dynamic influences can also become significant at these
higher speeds and pose problems for electric machine noise
and imbalance.
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Romax software enables the user to simulate a complete structural
model of the full system and analyse the complete dynamic
behaviour. Gear mesh excitation forces are calculated directly
in the software and close partnerships with electric machine
modelling tools like MDL Motor-CAD and Dassault Opera allow
seamless integration of the electric machine structural model and
electromagnetic excitation forces with the transmission model. In
this way the effects of the electric machine structure on gear noise
can be considered and likewise the effects of the transmission
dynamics on the electric machine noise are taken into account.

Does this new investigative landscape present problems
for gear design?

The majority of pure EV transmission topologies are

single speed (usually a two-stage gear set or a planetary

arrangement) – in these cases the same gears take all the load
and all the duty. From a noise point of view they must be

Transmission • Issue Four
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To meet increasing customer expectation and faster

development cycles, GKN Driveline has to get ‘right first
time’ to the required product performance, and Romax

helps us achieve that - so we can continually improve our
methodologies and products for our customers.”

Theo Gassmann, VP Advanced Engineering, GKN Driveline
info@romaxtech.com
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How important a role does simulation and testing play in gear quality and gear noise reduction in 2018?
Simulation is critical to ensure the best noise quality from the start. For too long noise and vibration has been considered as

“something you do at the end to make it quiet”. Continuous simulation during all stages of the design allows engineers to iron

out problems before they become problems. It is also the main driver in reducing development time and costs by speeding up

design time and reducing prototyping cycles. It avoids the need for major remedial noise treatment late in the design when the

opportunities for significant design changes are limited. This Right First Time approach of CAE-led design is a fundamental part
of how Romax provides value to customers.

Of course, testing still plays a role – we can never eliminate prototyping completely – and in the electric vehicle world of rapidly
evolving design concepts, we need to be sure that the simulations we are doing actually work by comparing them with realworld noise and vibration tests. Once engineers have the confidence provided by correlation of their simulations with test

data, then simulation-led design becomes the norm. At Romax, we strive to create intimate relationships with our customers to
support them through this process and, where possible, publish these validations to give others the confidence that noise and
vibration simulation delivers the benefits that we promise.

Ultimately the “digital twin” concept is what we are aiming for, where almost all of the engineering design process for

transmissions and drivelines is test-free and the prototyping phase becomes merely a verification exercise. To achieve this, you

need to have engineering design processes – not just for noise and vibration – that work across CAE tools, across departments

and even between different organisations (OEMs and suppliers, for example). Our strategy is to concentrate our efforts as much
on streamlining and automating the process as we do on providing world-leading simulation technology.

HEATSSIM

PROJECT

CASE
STUDY

Romax Technology Ltd, ANSYS and the University of Nottingham are working on
a project part funded through the UK Aerospace R&D Programme, to optimise
the design and simulation process for aerospace transmissions.
The project – named HEATSSIM (Holistic Engineering Approach to Thermal
and Structural Simulation) is a 2 ½ year, £1.0m project that looks at

augmenting Romax’ mechanical understanding of transmissions with the

thermal/fluid capabilities of ANSYS, a global leader in generalist simulation
software and the specialist application knowledge provided by the

University of Nottingham. The project application was supported by
major aerospace manufacturers who followed the project progress

ABOUT
DR MICHAEL PLATTEN

and outcome.

Transmissions are an essential sub-system in any aerospace

application. The transmission system is central to the design
and operation of any helicopter, either for commercial or

military use, and the next generation of ultra-high bypass

Dr Michael Platten has been
an expert in the measurement
and simulation of acoustics and
vibration for more than 25 years.

gas turbines for aircrafts have a transmission at the core.
In engineering design, progress requires pushing the

boundary of performance, yet this cannot be achieved
within sensible time of cost limits through making
and breaking prototypes. Simulation is the key.

For 8 of the 12 years he has been
at Romax he was responsible for
all NVH consulting projects and
software developments. He is
currently a Senior Product Manager
overseeing all aspects of simulation
in noise, vibration and dynamics.

There is a lot going on in a transmission which needs

to be simulated – they deform under load, make noise,

they heat up, oil gets thrown around by meshing gears; too much

oil and the transmission is inefficient, too little and it overheats. The

gears cannot fail, and safety standards are scrupulous in the aerospace
industry.

The project was not just to include all the important physical

behaviours, but to link them together, providing an efficient and

productive process that guides the engineer to an optimised design.
Barry James, Chief Technical Officer, Romax Technology

“This is an exciting addition to our technology portfolio and we see excellent prospects for the future. Romax
has been first to market on other technologies such as simulation of gearbox noise and this has brought in
steadily rising revenue for many years. We expect this technology to have similar success and longevity.

"By looking at the key physical behaviours of the transmission through simulation, we could address issues
such as deflection of the transmission under load, heat generation and dissipation, noise and vibration and
response to shock loads, whereby we can then generate an overall picture of what’s going on. Using this
information, we can analyse and make big steps forward in understanding how many of these behaviours
interact, causing or influencing another to make significant improvements in terms of optimising the efficiency
of the transmission.”
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The industry is developing technologies to respond to the

the gearbox design validation for a flying car and the

developing a new type of electric motor with a weight of just

propulsion system. Romax is conducting internal research

demand. In 2015, Siemens has announced their success of

50 kilograms and delivers a continuous output of about 260

kilowatts, which was designed especially for aircraft. Siemens
claimed that the new electrical motor achieved the power

density of 5 kW/kg thanks to the new simulation techniques
and sophisticated lightweight construction. In the same

year, Emrax electric motors claimed that they developed

a prototype of a new type of pancake axial flux brushless

synchronous three phase AC electric motor that achieved the
power density of 8 to 10 kW/kg.

The Aero team in Romax is actively responding to the market

dynamics of multi megawatts generators for a hybrid

of hybrid propulsion of a contra rotating helicopter main

gearbox, about which we plan to publish a research paper at a
major international conference in 2019.

There are multiple unresolved challenges in electrification

and hybridisation in aerospace industry, and Romax will lead
the simulation based research and technology development
to help the industry to be confident in overcoming the

challenges for the imminent future of air transportation.
Find out more at: romaxtech.com/sectors/aerospace

demands on electrification and hybridisation for aerospace,

THE FUTURE OF

T

AEROSPACE
he Aerospace industry is facing a challenging future

The Next Chapter of Aviation’. One of the graphs in the

save the cost of fuel and reduce emissions such as

propelled aircraft development programmes, and such

due to market demands on more efficient aircraft to
CO2 and NOx. According to ACARE (Advisory Council

for Aviation and Innovation in Europe) Flight Path 2050, it aims
to achieve a 75% reduction in CO₂ emissions per passenger

kilometre, a 90% reduction in NOx emissions and a 65%

noise reduction by 2050 relative to the capabilities of typical

new aircraft in 2000. In addition, air vehicles are designed

and manufactured to be recyclable. These demands require
innovative technologies, since conventional and existing

ones won’t be able to meet the target. As a solution, there

has been a consistent trend in the electrification of aircraft

systems with research into hybrid and electrical propulsion.
It has been one of the biggest investments in aerospace,

which has been supported by national and regional funding.
Electrification & hybridisation of propulsion system means

new architectures and engineering of aircrafts and a

restructure of the existing supply chain. As for the background

magazine shows the increasing number of electrically

developments are being increased for the regional and large
aircraft.

The automotive industry has been pioneering the technology

Titled Electro-Mechanical Magnetic Actuator Systems, the EMMAS project was part-funded through the
Aerospace Industrial Strategy (Advancing Technology Capability) competition. This competition was set up by
the ATI (Aerospace Technology Institute), InnovateUK and BIS (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills).
The project developed a novel actuator system that is fault tolerant, thermally controllable and suitable for
extreme environments. Demonstrating the production of a safe, robust and reliable electro-mechanical actuator
system.

and aerospace industry is actively looking at technologies

CHALLENGE

developed in automotive applications. The key success factor

The project started on 1st June 2014 and officially finished 28th February 2018.

of electrification and hybridisation for aerospace is the power

Advancing Technology Capability competition for collaborative R&D. To develop an innovative, safe, lightweight
and reliable magneto-mechanical aircraft actuator system.

power density of electrical motor developed for automotive

SOLUTION

density of electrical motor and power storage. Currently the
application is 2 kW/kg whereas the aerospace industry

requires a significantly higher one of at least 10 kW/kg, which
is the current level of an advanced turbofan engine. The

industry is looking for a solution of achieving 25 kW/kg of
power density for non-active components.

to the following article published by ROLAND BERGER Ltd. in

September 2017 - ‘Think:Act, Aircraft Electrical Propulsion –

info@romaxtech.com

WHAT IS IT?

HOW LONG IS IT ON FOR?

competitive nature of its business and its strict regulations,

STUDY

Romax Technology Limited, along with Triumph Actuation Systems UK Limited,
Magnomatics Limited and the University of Sheffield, have completed a three
year project that looked to innovate an electrical actuator in the move towards
the technological trend moving from hydraulic actuation systems to more
electronic systems, and electric aircrafts.

development of electrification and hybridisation, due to the

information of electrification and hybridisation, I refer readers

34

EMMAS
PROJECT

CASE
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Through a successful collaboration of experts in their field, the project brought together novel magnetic direct
drive technology, actuator control and complete electro-mechanical system design and analysis. Developing an
actuator system that contains a control system suitable for extreme environments. One that is efficient, durable
and reliable.

BENEFITS

From methodical conceptual architecture selection to detailed design and analysis, this project has
demonstrated the ability to realise high reliability of a controlled electromagnetic mechanical actuator to
industry standards. Assisting the aerospace industry in maintaining its high levels of reliability and safety in the
move towards more electric aircraft.
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eDSIM CONFERENCE 2018

COUNTRY FOCUS: CHINA

INTRODUCING

ELECTRIFIED DRIVELINES &
ENGINEERING 4.0

NeVPEC

Development of electrified powertrains in times
of Industry 4.0: SKF and Romax Technology call
for the first eDSIM conference!

These challenges include, for example, numerous parameters

The comprehensive digitalization of production processes

performance of the system through their interactions. To

is progressing just as fast as the increasing electrification of
powertrains in passenger cars and commercial vehicles. To
explore the potential of powerful software for developing

highly efficient electric drive trains, Romax Technology and

China is now the largest market in the world for electric

vehicles and last year contributed to more than half of all
global sales.

DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY
Advanced simulation platform for multi-physics
and high-fidelity analysis considering the tradeoff of life, efficiency, thermal effect, cooling and
lubrication, power density and NVH performance.

Due to this strong growth, China has seen a surge of activity
in the domestic auto industry, not only from established

automakers but also start-ups who are focused on developing
these New Energy Vehicles.

As a result, Romax Technology Limited has established the

TESTING CAPABILITY
Advanced high-speed e-driveline test rig with LMS
mode shape measurement and instrumentation
system for NVH and durability testing verification.

New Energy Vehicle Propulsion Engineering Centre (NeVPEC)
in Hangzhou, China which is aimed at providing high-end

e-drive design, development and verification to the China
market and beyond.

NeVPEC, born out of Romax technical expertise and delivered
through the Wanxiang Innovation and Entrepreneurship
platform, brings together global knowledge and local

resources to deliver electro-mechanical driveline integration
and development for new energy vehicles. Continuous

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Delivering white-box e-driveline design and
prototype services, including complete design
solution, prototype manufacturing, electromechanical integration, power electrics, control
strategy and industrialisation support.

technical development and innovation ensure that Romax

"This is a very exciting time for Romax as we are taking

Romax & NeVPEC combined have formulated a world-

services in driveline design and development to the

development, advanced coupling simulation of motor and

in being able to serve our key regional clients in the

verification services. NeVPEC specifically is equipped with an

locally. Romax, together with its NeVPEC, have

testing facilities along with bearing and vehicle chassis testing

team delivering electrified driveline development,

industry requirements in driveline product development, NVH

systems, manufacturing techniques and testing/

remain at the top of the transmission and driveline industry.

our New Product Introduction (NPI) Platforms and

leading e-drive development team delivering e-driveline

global EV market. The new centre marks a key step

gearbox systems, manufacturing techniques and testing/

development and optimisation of their EV powertrains

advanced CAE simulation platform, state of the art high-speed

formulated a world-leading design and development

facilities and electric testing bench services e-support all

advanced coupling simulation of motor and gearbox

trouble-shooting and testing verification.

verification services."

SKF are hosting the first electric Driveline SIMulation (eDSIM)
conference.

For decades, SKF and Romax Technology have been

developing and implementing powerful software for product
development and customer-specific innovation projects.

from various areas of physics: structural, dynamic, thermal,
fluid mechanics, tribological and electromagnetic aspects

all need to be considered. Such factors influence the overall
enable an electric drive system to “outperform” the more than
centennial development lead of combustion-based drives,

new CAE tools must optimally coordinate all these variables.

After all, the ultimate goal is to design an applicable solution
in the desired quality within an adequate period of time,

which proves to be as energy-efficient as possible in practice.
Apart from its significance for simulation software, data

is also playing an increasingly important role in “Industry
4.0 production”, as digitalization progresses, design

Both SKF and Romax provide their customers with highly

data is increasingly being incorporated into automated

drivetrain – far beyond its individual components – as a

life cycle management. The eDSIM conference will also

SKF and Romax have long known that simulation-led design is

development partners, customers and suppliers – can be

and cost effective. Our shared values of innovation, analysis

times, increase added value and drive technological

electrified drivelines lay the foundation for eDSIM.

The eDSIM conference of Romax and SKF will take place on

sophisticated simulation programs that reproduce the

manufacturing processes as the starting point for product

complete system, thus taking all interactions into account.

discuss how development processes – especially between

key to delivering engineering systems that are fit for purpose

designed to maximize productivity, shorten development

of market demands and vision on process optimisation and

innovations further forward.

The eDSIM conference is an industry-wide platform on which

stakeholders, software providers, OEMs, suppliers, universities,

25 and 26 September at the Hotel Maritim in Darmstadt,
Germany.

and research institutes involved in the topic can exchange
information on the simulation-led design of electrified

drivetrains and share views on emerging technologies. The

aim of the interdisciplinary exchange is to master the current

challenges in the development of practical and cost-effective
drive systems as efficiently as “integrated”.

Dr Xiaobing Hu
Chief Commerical Officer, Romax Technology
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ROMAX
INNOVATION SUMMIT
& USER CONFERENCES
2018

JAPAN
22 MAY 2018

KOREA
25 MAY 2018

Formerly known as the Romax User Forums, our Innovation
Summit and User Conference series of events affords you access
to thought leaders and technology insights related to the electromechanical drivetrain realm.

HANGZHOU

29 MAY 2018

It is now six years since we introduced the theme of electrification
to our forums, highlighting the pioneering work that Romax
has done on understanding the behaviour of integrated electromechanical drivelines. In this time, it has grown from a curious
sideshow to be the central theme of our forum, and of course of
the industry as a whole.

PUNE

24 JULY 2018

The theme of this year’s Summits is 'Multi-Physics Optimisation
of Electrified Drivelines'. One key challenge in designing these
drivelines is in understanding the way that different physical
phenomena interact with one another. It is not sufficient to
consider one type of physical behaviour in isolation, but neither
is it acceptable to cross-couple every conceivable interaction in a
slow and confusing multi-physics mega-model.

CHENNAI

26 JULY 2018

EUROPE

At this year’s Innovation Conference and User Summits, you
will see how Romax have gone about developing a pragmatic
approach, understanding where these influences are significant
and need to be included, and identifying where they can be
discarded. A range of presentations from Romax and its partners
will illustrate how this innovation has been applied to Right First
Time design.

27 SEPTEMBER 2018

AMERICA

For more information, please visit:

3 - 5 OCTOBER 2018

romaxtech.com/media/events-webinars

BEIJING

16 OCTOBER 2018
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RomaxDESIGNER
Award-winning
electro-mechanical simulation
Capture whole system interactions

Optimise for dynamics, efficiency and durability
Use from concept to pre-production

Engineering a better world

www.romaxtech.com / info@romaxtech.com /+44 (0) 115 951 8800
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